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Section I - Work Progress
June 2022

- Finished welding structural steel at new addition
- Installed metal decking and poured slab on new addition mezz
- Finished framing and started sheathing of exterior of new addition and North soffit
- Installed roof over new addition
- Started brickwork around outside of new addition
- Finished framing and installing glass in North window bumpouts
- Installed flooring on mezzanine and protected
- Installed storefront in quiet study
- Finishing taping of all walls in renovation portion of building
- Installed storefront in basement courtyard
- Finished ceiling throughout basement
- Poured ramp and infilled slab in courtyard
- Started install of linear lights throughout site
Section II - Work Planned
July 2022

- Pour curbs and sidewalks throughout site
- Rough grade parking lot
- Begin EIFS install around on North Soffit and new addition
- Finish exterior masonry around new addition
- Frame interior walls in new addition
- Rough-in MEP’s in new addition
- Begin sheetrock inside new addition
- Begin install of wood ceiling throughout
- Whiteout all ACT ceilings
- Install flooring throughout basement and first floor
- Begin delivery and set up of casework in phase 1
Section III – Progress Photos

New addition mezz slab poured and roof flashed-in
Section III – Progress Photos

Interior and exterior of new addition
Section III – Progress Photos

Exterior brick at new addition and North window bumpouts
Mezz flooring installed (top) and quiet study storefront installed (bottom)
Section III – Progress Photos

Basement courtyard Nanawall and storefront installed
Section IV – Workforce Summary – Company/Hours
June 2022

MANPOWER GRAPH

- Actior Store Fronts Inc
- Dussan INC. D/B/A Airco Environmetal
- Hartcorn Plumbing & Heating, Inc
- Lindenhurst Fabricators Inc
- Renu Contracting & Restoration
- Advance Sound
- Cooper Power & Lighting Corporation
- Keys Fence & Gate LLC
- Wilburn Flooring
- Catz Landscaping
- Traditional Air Conditioning
- Formation Concrete
- York Shore Services, Inc
- KG Mechanical
- Klima New York LLC
- Giaquinto Masonry
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